
Type Size

 Since each size of a typeface had to be cut individually, 
point size was determined by the distance from the height 
of the tallest ascender to the tip of the longest descender, 
plus a wee bit more.
 The point system is still used today, although in digital 
type the original determining factors (ascenders and 
descenders) are not strictly adhered to. In print, 72 points 
equals about an inch. Does it then follow that all fonts set 
in 72 point look alike in size? Absolutely not! Here’s why: 
the actual appearance of a typeface at a particular size var-
ies with the size of its ascenders, descenders and x-height. 

Therefore, a design with a tall x-height and/or short 
ascenders and descenders will usually look larger than one 
with opposite traits.

Choosing a point size
Because point size doesn’t tell you everything about how 
big a particular typeface will actually look, select type size 
optically. That is, let your eye guide you, not the numeri-
cal value of the font. Repeat the optical decision-making 
process every time you change typefaces, whether it’s for 
subheads, captions, lengthy quoted passages, or another 

WhWhW at’s the point of a point system in which 24 points doesn’t always equal 24 
points? It’s not pointless, but it does require some explanation! The point system 
is the standard unit of measurement for type. It originated centuries ago, when 
points referred to the size of the metal body that accommodated each character.
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Both text blocks (Bernhard Modern and Vectora) are set in 14/17 point. 
Notice how the differences in the size of the ascenders, descenders and 
x-heights help determine how “big” the type actually looks.

The x-height of a font affects  its readabil-
ity, and will make different typefaces look 
larger or smaller at the same point size.

The x-height of a font affects its 
readability, and will make different 
typefaces look larger or smaller at 
the same point size.

Type set with matching cap heights can vary con-
siderably in their x-heights, making their optical 
size dramatically different.



reason. This is especially important in text sizes, where 
readability is strongly determined by point size.
 When doing print work, always look at a printed sample 
before determining your fi nal typeface sizes. Why? The low 
resolution of your computer monitor doesn’t display type 
accurately enough for this important decision!

NOTE: On the web, the height of a particular point size 
isn’t fi xed as it is in print, but is dependent on the 
resolution of your monitor as well as the settings of your 
browser. Even so, the same relative differences exist from 
font to font.   ■
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Ilene Strizver, founder of The Type Studio, is a typographic consultant, designer, writer and educator specializing in all aspects of typographic 
communication, from the aesthetic to the technical.
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